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Hyperostosis Frontalis Interna: Forensic Issues

ABSTRACT: The use of pathological conditions in age and sex determination, important factors in personal identification, is not widespread in
anthropology and legal medicine. Hyperostosis frontalis interna (HFI) is a bone condition that mainly affects the inner table of the frontal bone.
Although there are numerous publications on the subject, at the present time its etiology remains obscure. Several associations of symptoms, whose
incidence varies according to the population studied, have been described. Age and gender appear to be linked with the preponderance of this
condition, as does the presence of behavioral disturbances. The aim of our study, based on a series of 1532 autopsies, was to define the incidence
and the associations observed with other pathological conditions. Thirteen cases of HFI were identified (0.8% of autopsies), 12 women and one
man whose mean age was 59.15 years (range: 42–79 years). All had behavioral disturbances and most were under psychiatric care. This study
emphasizes the value of this condition in medico-legal identification.
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Identification in medico-legal anthropology is a recurrent prob-
lem. In order to make an estimation of the age and sex of an indi-
vidual in a skeletal state, a variety of methods, both qualitative and
quantitative, are available to the specialist. The various taphonomic
factors that determine skeletal preservation sometimes exclude
the use of certain anatomical parts for identification of the body.
The observation of certain conditions whose incidence is related
to the sex and age of the individuals is a rarely explored area of in-
vestigation. Among these conditions, hyperostosis frontalis interna
(HFI) is a particularly significant example.

Hyperostosis frontalis interna is manifested by the accretion of
bone on the inner table of the frontal bone. Bony overgrowths,
all of similar size, are separated from each other by deep grooves
and distributed symmetrically on each side of the crista frontalis,
which is spared (Fig. 1). The extent of HFI is variable, leading to
its classification in 4 stages.

The unknown etiology of HFI has incited numerous clinicians to
examine the “symptoms” that are most frequently associated with
this bony lesion. The result is a considerable volume of literature
dealing with diverse accompanying symptoms whose frequency
varies considerably from one publication to another. Nevertheless,
the very marked female predominance is widely accepted, as is
the association of three “symptoms” that are virilism, obesity and
behavioral disturbances, known as Morgagni-Stewart-Morel syn-
drome.

The aim of this four-year prospective study was on the one hand
to determine the incidence of this condition as revealed by medico-
legal autopsies, and on the other hand to search for these “symp-
toms” that could be useful for the identification of an individual.
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Material and Methods

Our study sample consisted of a series of 1532 autopsies carried
out in the department of legal medicine of the Hôpital de la Timone,
Marseille, France, between 1 January 1999 and 31 December 2002.

Hyperostosis frontalis interna results in mild to marked symmet-
ric thickening of the inner table of the frontal bone, producing a
wavy or “choppy sea” appearance. The midline and occipital areas
are spared. The thickening generally does not go over the limits
of the frontal bone but can extend to the upper orbital plate and to
the parietal parts of the calvaria in extreme cases, even leading to
partial brain atrophy. Whatever the degree of involvement, only the
inner bony tables are modified.

In order to clearly distinguish the different levels of the condi-
tion, we used the classification proposed by Hershkovitz et al. (1)
according to the extent of the lesion:

Type A: characterized by isolated or multiple bony nodules, uni-
lateral or bilateral, often found on the anteromedial part of the
frontal bone, and not exceeding 10 mm in size.

Type B: marked by more numerous bony overgrowths that may
cause slight elevation of the inner table of the frontal bone.

Type C: at this stage, the bony overgrowths are more extensive,
with irregular thickening of the frontal endocranial surface.

Type D: the frontal bone is very thick. Bony overgrowth involves
more than 50% of the endocranial surface. The area has a rough
appearance.

An anterior radiograph of the skull was obtained before the cra-
nium was opened.

Results

Thirteen cases of HFI were observed, 12 women and one man.
They were aged between 42 and 79 years (mean 59.15 years)
(Table 1).

We observed only types C (38.5%) and D (61.5%). HFI led to
thickening of the frontal bone, which measured from 15 to 28 mm
(Fig. 2). In one case, HFI was associated with asymmetric cerebral
atrophy, in two cases with pituitary hypertrophy and in one case
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FIG. 1—Case 2. General view of the inner table of the frontal bone,
showing typical location of HFI.

with hyperostosis cranialis diffusa that is a generalized thickening
of the calvaria with absence of nodules on the inner Table 1.

On routine autopsy radiographs (frontal view), frontal hyperosto-
sis could clearly be suspected in 8 cases (Fig. 3). The accompanying
symptoms observed and the causes of death are reported in Table 1.

The accompanying symptoms most frequently found in our sam-
ple were behavioral disturbances, aggression or psychiatric disor-
ders, present in 12 individuals of whom over half were under regular
psychiatric care. Although the information we had concerning the
autopsied persons was not always exhaustive, as far as we know
about 30% of our study sample was or had been under medical care
for various psychiatric disorders. The remaining individual had no
known psychiatric history but suffered from chronic alcoholism.
The second symptom was male-pattern obesity that affected 9 of
the 13 subjects, and 4 subjects presented Morgagni-Stewart-Morel
syndrome.

Discussion

Non-Recognition of the Early Stages of HFI Leads
to Underestimation of Incidence

When hyperostosis frontalis interna is particularly well devel-
oped, its specific characteristics allow an unequivocal diagnosis to

TABLE 1—Associated symptoms and causes of death in individuals with HFI (PD: psychiatric disorder as depressive and/or frontal syndrome).

Brain
Case Age Sex Morphology (weight, g) Features Context Cause of Death Association Histology

1 49 F M 1423 – obesity brain hemorrhage arterial hypertension +arteriolosclerosis
2 42 F F 1000 asymmetric PD (treated) pulmonary embolism – atrophy

cerebral atrophy
3 71 F F lysis – PD (untreated) diabetes – –
4 59 F N 1166 pituitary obesity + PD epilepsy warts and virilism –

hypertrophy (untreated)
5 52 F F lysis – PD (treated) ruptured aneurysm virilism –
6 74 F M 1100 pituitary PD (untreated) ruptured aorta atherosclerosis –

hypertrophy
7 66 F F 1022 – PD (treated) strangulation – calcifications
8 79 F M 1214 – senile dementia diabetes – –
9 51 F M 1230 – obesity + PD diabetes atherosclerosis –

10 53 F M 1150 – PD (treated) fall virilism –
11 43 M M 1390 – PD (treated) drowning height 205 cm –
12 72 F M 1020 – senile dementia road traffic accident – Alzheimer
13 58 F M 1110 – PD (untreated) fall virilism –

FIG. 2—Case 7. Type D HFI (classification of Hershkowitz et al., 1999),
showing marked thickening of the inner table of the frontal bone.

be made both on gross examination and on radiographs (Fig. 3).
On the other hand, in the very early stages, it is very difficult to
clearly identify HFI because of the existing differential diagnosis.
In fact, the bony overgrowths which are small in size and sometimes
isolated—types A and B according to Hershkovitz et al. (1)—are
very discrete and are often considered as anatomic variations or
non-specific endostosis (1). Similarly, it is difficult to identify these
types of HFI on radiographs because on an anterior projection the
cranial structures are superimposed, and so we could not always
make the diagnosis on the basis of radiographs alone. HFI is charac-
terized by thickening of the frontal bone associated with roughness
of the endocranial surface. It then resembles a homogeneous mass
of dense bone, extending from the outer surface of the skull to
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FIG. 3—Case 5. Anterior radiograph showing the development of HFI
on each side of the crista frontalis.

the limits of the hyperostotic area. Identification of minimal bony
overgrowths requires an oblique radiograph, which is not part of
standard autopsy procedure.

This latter point no doubt leads to considerable differences in the
estimations that have been made up to now, inasmuch as numerous
authors have based their studies on radiological examination. It is
probable that our own study is not exempt from this problem. The
total absence of types A or B HFI in our clinical sample does not
seem to reflect reality. According to the study of Hershkovitz et al.
(1), about 64% of HFI were types A or B in a total of 219 cases (all
ages and sex taken together).

HFI is still a relatively little known phenomenon, notably when it
presents as small isolated bony overgrowths, and this certainly has
an impact on evaluation of its incidence in autopsy populations.

Incidence of HFI in Autopsy Populations

Only 13 cases of HFI were identified among the 1532 autopsies
carried out in the medico-legal department, yielding an incidence
of 0.8%. Compared with the most recent publications, this figure
seems low. Indeed, according to Hershkovitz et al. (1), the incidence
of HFI in the general population may be 12.8%. This figure in fact
varies greatly according to the publications. While Moore (2) found
an incidence of 1.2%, Grollman and Rousseau (3) advanced a figure
of 4.1%, whereas Marlet (4) estimated the incidence at 11.5%. It is
probable that this variation arises from the problem we have already
mentioned concerning the identification of the early stages of HFI
(types A and B), of which only rare examples have been described
in the literature.

Influence of Sex and Age

Our findings agree with all published data concerning the gender-
related predominance of HFI, confirming that the vast majority of
individuals affected are women. We agree with Ortner (5) and

Brogdon (6) that this is a very interesting parameter that should be
taken into consideration in medico-legal identification.

Looking at the literature, age seems to be strongly linked with
the incidence of HFI. Among the 13 cases that we identified in
our study population, no individual was aged less than 40 years
old. Although some cases of young subjects with HFI have been
published (Grollman and Rousseau (3) reported that the youngest
patient in their sample was only 21 years old, Cocheton et al. (7)
observed a man aged 21 with HFI, and Marlet (4) found two cases
of women aged between 15 and 19 years in a total of 300 women),
HFI appears to affect principally women of mature age.

Associated Symptoms and Their Implication
in Cadaver Identification

The etiology of HFI remains unknown. Several hypotheses have
been put forward: HFI could result from prolonged estrogen stim-
ulus during the reproductive period (1) or from disturbances of
gluco-regulation (8), but according to some authors it is more likely
to be linked with obesity (7), arterial hypertension (2,9) or to have a
genetic origin (10,11). In our study, three cases presented vascular
lesions resembling arteriolosclerosis or atherosclerosis, but such
lesions are frequent in individuals aged over 50 years.

There may be associated menstrual disorders, virilism, hirsutism,
mental disorders, fatigue, somnolence, irritability, aggressive be-
havior, anxiety, visual disorders, vertigo, tinnitus, obesity, polypha-
gia, polydipsia, polyuria, loss of sense of smell, decrease in glucose
tolerance, convulsions, and involvement of the second, fifth, and
seventh cranial nerves with hemiplegia and hemiparesis. Diseases
that may be associated are Pick’s disease, Alzheimer’s disease,
cerebral atherosclerosis and dementia praecox (9–10).

Although numerous associations of symptoms have been ob-
served since the 18th century, no causal relationship has been re-
vealed. Most studies are therefore based on statistical analysis of
large samples, since it has not been possible to clarify the links
between the bony lesions as such and the symptoms that frequently
accompany them. The symptoms most frequently mentioned in
the literature as being associated with HFI are obesity, generally of
masculine morphological type (also known as android obesity), vir-
ilism (male-pattern hirsutism, well-built face and frontal sinus de-
velopment) and psychiatric disorders, classified together under the
nosological term of Morgagni-Stewart-Morel syndrome. Among
these three associations, behavioral disturbances and obesity were
the criteria most frequently met with in our sample, followed by
virilism. Behavioral disturbances appear strikingly frequent in ob-
servations of HFI. Some authors demonstrated that the incidence
of HFI was higher in psychiatric hospitals than in general hospitals
(12) and the pathologic pattern described was frontal syndrome,
which implies abnormal emotional behavior, disturbed reasoning
and judgment, and uninhibited reactions. All the individuals in our
sample did in fact seem to be affected by some of these problems.
So while these various symptoms are not found with the same fre-
quency in all publications or samples, they are cited sufficiently
often to be accorded medico-legal value.

Conclusion

In this study, we determined the incidence of hyperostosis
frontalis interna as revealed by medico-legal autopsies. We also
described the associated symptoms and discussed the fact that the
observation of HFI is an important element in medico-legal identi-
fication; on the one hand, it contributes to individual identification
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by allowing comparison with the elements of the judicial inquiry
and on the other hand, it reinforces the reliability of sex and age
determination by classic methods. It is therefore necessary to be fa-
miliar with this condition and with the different forms it may take.
While the symptoms associated with this condition are not found
with the same frequency in all publications, obesity, virilism and
behavioral disturbances are regularly cited. Hyperostosis frontalis
interna should therefore be considered as a supplementary factor in
the elaboration of hypotheses relating to an unidentified individual,
in particular in a skeletal state.
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